Postcolonial testimony and the ruins of empire
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Mozambican stories and the remains of empire

The acclaimed filmmaker Licínio de Azevedo has been based in Mozambique since the 1970s. Leaving Brazil under the military dictatorship, he travelled to post-revolutionary Portugal in 1976. From there, he moved on to Guinea-Bissau, trained journalists, and interviewed members of the PAIGC about their experiences in the fight for independence against Portuguese armed forces (Azevedo and Rodrigues, 1977). Later, Azevedo continued this type of journalistic work in Mozambique by publishing *Relatos do Povo Armado* (Reports of the Armed People, Azevedo, 1983), a book about Frelimo’s struggle against the Portuguese colonial regime.1 Besides his work as a journalist, Azevedo began working at the *Instituto de Comunicação Social* in Maputo at the end of the 1970s. There, he participated in experiments for the introduction of television and met Jean-Luc Godard and other filmmakers from Brazil and Europe pursuing projects at the *Instituto Nacional de Cinema* (INC, National Film Institute) (Andrade-Watkins, 1995; Fendler, 2014). During the 1980s, while mainly involved themselves in the production of educational films, he started to focus on his own works, which pushed the boundaries of documentary films by exploring the poetic potentials of moving images and music. By doing so, he situated his work somewhat outside the official discourse of Frelimo, which underlined its victory over the colonial regime and focused on the war against Renamo (Convents, 2011, p. 522). Around 1990, Azevedo, Pedro Pimenta, and others were involved in founding Ébano Multimédia. This and other private production companies were emerging as the civil war ended and official state television and film production were in crisis (Fendler, 2018). In this period, his films focused on the consequences of the protracted civil war.
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Azevedo’s continuous interest in the country, its histories, and stories motivated him to make further films that crossed the boundary between fiction and documentary. For instance, *Virgin Margarida* (2012) and *The Train of Sugar and Salt* (2016) are two important works that address the challenges Mozambique and its people were confronted with during the post-revolutionary phase and the civil war (França, 2017). Other productions like *Ricardo Rangel. Ferro em brasa* (2006) concentrate on artists like the homonymous photographer or take a fresh look at the life of ordinary people on the Ilha de Moçambique, as in *A Ilha dos Espíritos* (2007).

This chapter will take a closer look at *Night Lodgers* (*Hóspedes da Noite*, 2007), which revisits the ruin of the Grande Hotel in Beira, a former colonial luxury hotel now abandoned and long used as a provisionary shelter by war refugees and displaced persons, among others. On the one hand, the film sheds light on the daily life of the current inhabitants portraying several more closely and constructing an image of a social microcosm with religious practices, self-administration, and economic order. On the other hand, the film uses the ruin to evoke a particular reflection about the colonial period and its end in the Portuguese Revolution in 1974 and Mozambique’s independence in 1975. Fernando Arenas observes that ‘[t]he film entails the mise-en-scène of a visit by former employees who return to the hotel reminiscing on the opulence and excitement during the colonial era’ (Arenas, 2011, p. 231). I will follow this thought on Azevedo’s film and question how the former staff members are portrayed and thus produced cinematographically as historical witnesses, that is, as someone who tells his or her experiences in front of the camera to inform viewers of a certain vision of the past. Yet if these protagonists are ‘reminiscing’, we might question whether their stories potentially embody a certain colonial nostalgia, that is, a subjective experience characterized by (a supposedly uncritical) longing or yearning for a distant place or time (Atia and Davies, 2010, pp. 181–186; Boym, 2001, pp. xiii–xix; Wilson, 2005, pp. 21–37).
While a number of films about the Grande Hotel in Beira rather seem to explore nostalgic views of former settlers (Sarmento and Linehan, 2018, p. 2), Night Lodgers offers a different approach by centering on the accounts of two former employees. However, we must note that their nostalgic perspective blurs common views of colonial nostalgia as an attitude commonly attributed to former white settlers (cf. Bissell, 2005, p. 239; Lorcin, 2012, p. 9; Rosaldo, 1989). If former colonial subjects articulate nostalgia as a cultural practice, a dichotomous scheme of violent colonial rule and oppressed locals could be relativized. Such manifestations could be followed to investigate the complexities and ambivalences associated with processes of ruination and renovation in postcolonial contexts (Bissell, 2005; Gupta, 2018; Stoler, 2013).

Colonial nostalgia as it is articulated through Night Lodgers might be understood first and foremost as a fragile cue for the complex and heterogeneous field of memories related to the country’s recent past, where histories of colonialism and civil war intersect. The question is how the film – maybe not explicitly but to a certain extent – complements or functions as a proposal to rethink Frelimo’s official discourse and politics of history: The so called ‘liberation script’ (Borges Coelho, 2013; Israel 2013, p. 13) narrates the struggle for independence as a long process, where the independence movement closely fought with and for ‘the people’ against oppression, exploitation, racism and violence of the Portuguese colonial regime. Given a dichotomy of rulers, oppressed and liberation warriors in the official discourse, Night Lodgers possibly raises doubts regarding official versions of the history of colonialism in Mozambique and how these are related to the civil war and the actual residents living in the hotel.

Against this backdrop, this chapter examines how the ruin of the hotel is framed through cinematographic means and addressed as an emblematic site where a complex past of ‘opulence and excitement’ is confronted with marginalization or stories of loss and suffering. The moving images of the Grande Hotel are taken as an important example for how documentary productions
recently approach the ‘physical imprints of colonialism’ (Demissie, 2007, p. 157) or authoritarian regimes (Blaine, 2013, pp. 127–129; Rodríguez, 2013) and how architectural remains are increasingly becoming sites of coming to terms with the past (MacDonald, 2009, pp. 96–99). Of course, these debates reveal as much about the past as they consist of arguments about historical periods shaped by the present. In this respect, Gupta observes that the Grande Hotel belongs to the sites that ‘serve as reminders of that colonial past but on the other hand they are actively re-positioned in a largely non-touristic postcolonial African ‘reluctant’ city of today’ (2018, p. 3). The ruin in Beira thus prominently embodies a tension and confrontation of various temporal layers and histories. Consequently, Azevedo’s production is here understood as a possibility ‘to think with ruins’ following Ann-Laura Stoler: ‘To think with ruins of empire is to emphasize less the artifacts of empire as dead matter or remnants of a defunct regime than to attend to their reappropriations [...] within the politics of the present’ (Stoler, 2013, p. 13). To explore the mentioned aspects in detail, the following sections will analyse how the film stages the witnesses’ experiences and testimony as well as their reencounter with the hotel to evoke a specific vision of the colonial past.

**Documentary testimony**

Many factors contribute to the way testimony is framed cinematographically. There is a vast scholarly literature on video testimony and its significance for coming to terms with traumatic histories of genocide, violence and oppression that cannot be explored in full detail here (cf. Givoni, 2016, pp. 1–18; Schmidt, Krämer and Voges, 2011). While mainly concentrating on the holocaust (Felman, 2000; Hartman, 1996; Young, 1988) and related memory work after World War Two (Aufderheide, 2007, pp. 100–102) in-depth analyses also demonstrate the increasing importance and ambivalence of testimony in non-European contexts (Beverley, 2004; Boyer-Rossol, 2013; Dhada, 2015), art (Krämer and Schmidt, 2016) and cinematographic productions (Oppenheimer and
ten Brink, 2012; Killer Images; Sarkar and Walker, 2010). Though widely disseminated, testimony proves to be a rather contested concept through which ambivalences, fractures and marginalization regarding recollections of past or present wrongs may be problematized. Also, bear in mind that testimony is a ‘shifting category’ (Benzaquen, 2012, p. 43) subject to historically, socially, culturally, economically, and last but not least politically conditioned framings (Tamar and Pinchevski, 2009, pp. 133–137).

For this chapter, temporal distance and spatial proximity are most pertinent as the recollections in *Night Lodgers* are articulated by historical witnesses at that the site where the experiences occurred. As such, testimony can be understood as a ‘*performative act*, embedded in specific cultural ramifications, which establish certain scripts’ (Assmann, 2007, p. 34, my translation).³ One might observe the performative character in closed or rather neutral spaces (Young, 1988). Yet in the case of *Night Lodgers*, the perceived interaction of testimony and an historical site is at stake. Theories on how site-specific or situated testimony is generated filmically and whether testimony may actually benefit from surrounding architectural structures disagree.

Historians and cultural studies scholars discuss whether interviews at such sites positively influence the ‘flow’ of recollections (Bösch, 2008, pp. 60–61). Other researchers also question whether these historical settings may enhance the credibility of the people interviewed for documentary productions (Keilbach, 2010, pp. 140, 174). A third aspect concerns the rather stereotypical portraying of persons interviewed at a certain place as they are often reduced to specific features of their personalities (Nichols, 1983, p. 27). These parameters all pose challenges to filmic work concerned with testimony and historical sites. To further complicate this constellation, returning temporarily to such a place is a significant act that carries an affective dimension. In the post-Katrina context, Walker maps video testimony and documentary returns as an ‘affective geography’ (2010, p. 84) by focusing on films that centre around displaced persons as returnees to former sites of social and cultural belonging destroyed by the natural disaster. Such an affective dimension of
return is also of relevance in Traverso’s analysis of post-dictatorial Chilean documentaries (2013). Following Walker, he argues that bringing testimony, historical sites and documentary film together results in ‘intimate yet intangible relationship[s]’ (Traverso, 2013, p. 53). The person’s body, the testimony and the historical site where the recollections are delivered to the camera are brought into a dialogue which is complemented by the ‘testimony’s temporality, which fluctuates between the events as a past whose traces we can interpret from the physical features of the site, and the events’ imagined present […] (Traverso, 2013, p. 53).

Conceptualising testimony following Walker, Traverso, and others, is to problematize the temporary, affective and fragile character of documentary testimonial scenarios. This also entails acknowledging the instability of the meanings ascribed to certain historical sites (Assmann, 2011), in this case through the application of filmic practices. Perceiving places and producing spaces socially, culturally or visually are ongoing, limitless processes. Additionally, the reciprocal relation between the historical witnesses and spatial surroundings is framed and conditioned by the camera and recording technologies (Walker, 2010, pp. 86–87). Hence, the necessity to recognize the ephemeral character of documentary film and video testimony regarding the constitution of a certain understanding of the past in contrast to state monuments and official politics of history (Melber, 2009, p. 451; Onyebuchi Eze, 2013, pp. 681–682) which are manifest on central places in city centres and capitols.

**Colonial postcards**

Before analysing the filmic staging and performance of testimony, it is useful to turn to the history of the building itself and how it is presented by the film. It is located in Beira, which is one of the important urban centres in Mozambique, whose structure and architecture are strongly shaped
by the colonial regime (Freund, 2007, pp. 65–80; Jenkins, 2012, pp. 142–144). The Grande Hotel and its trajectory are described at the beginning of *Night Lodgers* with a mix of recent footage, archival images and text overlay. The text description contains rough information about when the hotel was built, its actual situation and the number of current inhabitants, which is about 3,500 persons.\(^4\) It draws a clear distinction between past and present. Colonialism is associated with luxury, the present with destruction, decay, and poverty.

The text is complemented by inserted images of the building. To illustrate the hotel’s original appearance in the 1950s, three old postcards\(^5\) are shown. They demonstrate the hotel building and the swimming pool as a specific imperial leisure attraction (Peleggi, 2005; 2012, p. 135). Such images echo imperial discourses that stressed the economic development and growth of the colonies, their wealth and urbanization. They serve to underscore the hotel’s historical significance as a showcase for the modernity, progress, and wealth of colonial Mozambique. In Portugal, such images of the colonies have not been forgotten. Since the 2000s, a number of books dedicated to the former colonies with postcards of colonial Luanda, Lourenço Marques (today Maputo) or Beira were published. Often, such postcards are related to arguments about a seemingly successful modernization of the Portuguese colonies in Africa that took place in the 1960s – eschewing the complex reasons for such representational strategies of the colonial regime (see Loureiro, 2005, illustrations on pages 193, 194, 207, 208).\(^6\)

In *Night Lodgers*, the postcards help to establish an image of the colonial past that indicates some of the imperialist claims while underscoring a radical difference from the contemporary footage. The latter demonstrates the decay of the hotel by repeating the postcard views decades afterwards and thus underlines a before-after-logic. In this perspective, colonialism is associated with prosperity, wealth, modernization (just like back then) and is characterized by the absence of violence (Sarmento and Linehan, 2018). In contrast, the present is dominated by deterioration and
poverty. It is a comparison that tends to reproduce a widely disseminated narrative about the hotel and its transformation from a site of luxury into a slum (Berger, 2009; Fallon and Tutton, 2011; Murphy, 2013; Rolletta, 2006; Schiller, 2012). This line of thinking is supported by the absence of many details which include that the building designed by the architects José Porto and Francisco Castro had to close in 1963 due to various reasons that led to a decline of guests, among them political instability in the region and the begin of the colonial war in 1961 (Mendes, 2012, p. 254; Sarmento and Linehan, 2018). The ambivalent fact that the Grande Hotel was a symbol for the crisis and the end of empire hence remains unexplored.  

However, Azevedo does not content himself with a vision of postcolonial demise as other productions do.  

Rather, the film’s introduction can be read as a demand to remind us of dichotomous schemes that have to be critically re-thought. Hence, the film’s subsequent suggestion not to repeat a scenario of decay but to develop another imagination of the hotel that is built upon two aspects: First, *Night Lodgers* addresses the dimension of everyday life in the ruin and looks ‘on the lives of those living in them (Stoler, 2013, p. 15). It accesses the building and thereby paints a different picture than sensationalist press reports about the miserable existence in the former luxury establishment. Second, rather than locating the architectonic remains in the past, the film sheds a different light on the colonial period not by presenting the yearning for the past of Portuguese returnees (*retornados*) but by engaging the testimonies of two former employees who return to the hotel. Consequently, the film is concerned with ‘material and social microecologies’ (Stoler, 2013, p. 15) of this specific site left to decomposition and ruination. A site which is not primarily ‘inhabited by those displaced to make a political point, or requisitioned for a newly refurbished commodity-life for tourist consumption’ but ‘occupied by those left with nowhere else to turn’ (Stoler, 2013, p. 13).
Suited testimony

When considering testimony as a performative act in *Night Lodgers*, it is valuable to go beyond an examination of the narrative articulated by the witnesses. This seems particularly promising as the protagonists’ formal clothing suggests that the film not only draws on forms of situated testimony but also sketches a certain type of suited testimony, which affects and destabilizes established figures of experts and witnesses.

Both protagonists, who share their experiences and information about the past of the ruin in the film, are identified as ‘ex-trabalhadores do Grande Hotel’. While the camera focuses on the front façade of the building in the opening scene, viewers are invited to observe how Senhor Caíto and Senhor Pires walk upstairs approaching the entrance and entering the building. In the next scene, the camera accompanies the men inside and picks up some fragmentary conversation as they walk along dim corridors. Through their talk, viewers know that they have not returned to the hotel building since it was closed many years ago. It also becomes clear, that Sr. Caíto lost his vision. For this reason, Sr. Pires guides him through the building (Figure 6.1). Aside from these short descriptions, there is no more information about the two protagonists. In the film, Azevedo does not rely on video interviews or voice-over narration to provide more insights about the life and memories of the participating subjects (Nichols, 1991, pp. 50–56). In fact, through the absences of such standard filmic elements, their position as historical witness remains vague. Simultaneously, the avoidance of traditional documentary means gives way for another type of filmic observation. As in other productions by Azevedo, such a strategy is used ‘to allow ‘the other’ (in this case, mostly poor rural Mozambicans) to speak with a minimal amount of directorial interference, [...] dialogues appear unrehearsed and scenes barely scripted’ (Arenas, 2011, p. 139). The effect of this documentary framing is a flow of scenes that stress the spontaneous character of the protagonists’
reencounter with the ruin echoing to a certain extent the observational style of ethnographic film and its claim for non-intervention (Grimshaw and Ravetz, 2009, pp. 3–23).

Despite the claim for a non-scripted approach, the film’s specific staging of the employee’s return to the hotel cannot be overlooked. While roaming through the ruin, Sr. Caíto and Sr. Pires wear suits and ties. The clean, shiny fabric contrasts strongly with the blank walls, the empty windows and the poorly dressed inhabitants of the Grande Hotel. The protagonist’s performance appears as a form of postcolonial mimicry, which dislocates and destabilizes the colonial discourse (Bhabha, 1984, pp. 125–126): The suits are not ‘elaborate uniforms’ (Sarmento and Linhan, 2018, p. 11), which would ‘mimic the costume of colonial servants’ (Sarmento, 2011, p. 43. See also Edensor and Kothan, 2004, pp. 192–194; Jennings, 2003, pp. 191–194; Peleggi, 2012, p. 127) and associate Pires and Caíto with their former roles as employee or bartender. The suits rather evoke an image of both men appearing as hotel guests or casino visitors. Furthermore, the clothing might be seen as a tactic to enable a distinction between the former employees and the current inhabitants of the hotel ruin in Night Lodgers. In this respect, the suits ascribe a certain authority to both protagonists and their role as historical witnesses that lends weight to their views of the colonial period.

As the clothing’s effect on the protagonists and their performances remains ambivalent, this effort to position the former employees as historical witnesses proves questionable. In the context of documentary film, a (fe/male) person in a suit is normally associated with the figure of an expert or historian who eloquently explains current or past phenomena and elaborates on the complexity of certain problems. However, neither protagonist fulfils such expectations. Their talk is mostly fragmented and snippy, containing small anecdotes thus suggesting that walking through ruins, as Edensor puts it, ‘highlights complex temporalities and thus draws attention to the limits of narrative’ (2008, p. 136). This conversation among peers of an in-group, which offers little insight to the viewer, is explored in the next section. There, I will highlight how Azevedo’s film can be
understood as a way ‘to consider more carefully the physical structures, objects, and dispositions in which [...] histories [of the colonial past] are carried and conveyed’ (Stoler, 2013, p. 5).

**Staying at the bar**

The portrayal of the protagonists and their clothing as a testimonial scenario raises many questions without providing definitive answers. By shifting the meaning of the expert’s figure and presenting a witness (seemingly) unable or willing to articulate her/his views, experiences, and memories, *Night Lodgers* raises questions how subalternity and subaltern testimony might be cinematographically framed (Beverley, 2004; Sarkar and Walker, 2010). Azevedo’s film explores this question through the observation of the suited protagonist in the ruins. It withholds a simple solution and does not unravel the life histories of the two men probably forgotten by (official) historiography. Yet, there are several noticeable moments in the film from which it is possible to gain insight about how postcolonial testimony is dislocated through its enactment by the former hotel employees.

As the camera continuously follows the protagonists roaming through the decaying building it thus temporally changes the setting in a meaningful way. Pires and Caíto pass through the different parts of the ruin, among them the former laundry and cold storage. The places that they encounter have lost their former shape, facilities, and furniture. The room’s original function is mostly indistinguishable. They often have blank walls and are equipped with the personal belongings of the actual residents. It is a scene of ‘disorder, disarray and the mingling of usually unlike categories of things’ (Edensor, 2008, p. 134). Through the protagonist’s sporadic and fragmentary comments, these rooms experience a momentary transformation. Walking, talking and camera work contribute to the production of a cinematographic space where different time layers and meanings interfere.
The provisional character of the resident’s housing is mixed with imagined glimpses into a past that disappeared decades ago. The architectural remains appear as ‘marginalized structures that continue to inform social modes of organization but that [...] [have ceased] to function in ways they once did’ (Stoler, 2013, p. 22). Caíto’s and Pires’ trajectory serves to reencounter the former types of uses, which are then ephemerally inscribed in the ruin and its current use. Still, the taciturn historical witnesses remain mostly silent. They do not give further explanations about what they experienced or what they remember about these spaces exactly. This constellation resembles a ‘spectral aspect’ observed by Edensor (2008, p. 137), who states that ‘we are haunted in industrial ruins by the signs of the past that project us back to things we half know or have heard about, recollections of a past we can hardly recognize [...]’.

The recollections of the historical witnesses are often confronted by scenes of the hotel in its current sociocultural state. When Caíto and Pires mention the swimming pool, recent footage of the pool with its dirty water and filled with rubbish is shown. When the conversation mentions elevators, the camera captures empty lift shafts where Schindler elevators were once installed and shows inhabitants arguing that people should not throw waste in there. Note that this structure entails the problem of how to reproduce a rhetoric of postcolonial decay (cf. Rotberg, 2004, pp. 5–10). However, Night Lodgers goes beyond such an argument.

During the reticent tour of the former employees through the hotel ruin, there is one brief conversation that stands out. It occurs when Caíto and Pires reach the hotel bar. The camera observes them from a certain distance suggesting that the protagonists are left to themselves. The two begin a short dialogue about the bar and how it was to be there back then. One of them says:

Era bestial, tinha música e tudo. Vestiam-se bem as senhoras ... Os senhores ... tomavam Whisky. Eu era ... bilheteiro, vendia os bilhetes, e abria a porta, não entrava sem gravata.

(It was cool, there was music and everything. The ladies were well-dressed... The
gentlemen … were drinking whisky. I worked … at the ticket sales, sold the tickets, opened the door, did not enter without a tie.)

The quote shows how several aspects concerning the everyday happenings in the bar back then are addressed: dress code, entertaining music and the respective offer of drinks. The former employees seemingly evaluate the atmosphere in the bar as ‘bestial’, which is a rather positive connotated and colloquial term in Portuguese. These recollections resonate with the history of the hotel, which after its opening ‘became a focal point in the city and a fashionable destination for those travelling for business or pleasure. [...] [The] nightclub was particularly lively, with ‘music, dancing, good food and all sorts of wines’ [...] Various music shows took place in the hotel, with either local musicians, or renowned artists from Lisbon booked on colonial tours’ (Sarmento and Linehan, 2018, p. 10). While the conversation occurs, the camera observes the bar with its blank walls and emptiness. An establishing shot and a panning camera stress abandonment and decay. It is hence an affective juxtaposition of testimonial performance and architecture that allows for a brief transformation of the setting. Film, ruin, and protagonists interact in a way that produces an emerging filmic memory space. An absent and distant past – filled with an imaginary of colonial leisure culture (Peleggi, 2012, p. 125) – is intermittently inscribed in the architectural remains through cinematographic means and anecdotal utterances. The nostalgic atmosphere surfacing in this scene might give ‘sensory depth to our awareness of the other places, times and possibilities’ (Atia and Davies, 2010, p. 184).

In the mentioned scene and generally speaking, the film does not seem to critically engage with the colonial past or its leftovers. Despite fragmented articulation, one is left with the impression that the protagonists did not dislike their professional activity. Whether out of habit, nostalgia or general good will, they do not voice negative words against the guests or managers of the Grande Hotel. No descriptions of unfair treatment or even violence are included. Moreover,
the absences in this scene somehow also suggest that Caíto and Pires perhaps were ‘good boys’ when they were employed in the hotel (Penvenne, 1995, p. 126). Recollections of seemingly good working conditions can be confirmed by Guthrie (2018), who emphasizes, that workers in Beira had relatively higher wages and better treatment than elsewhere in Mozambique (see also Guthrie, 2016). However, and in contrast to this quite moderate vision of the colonial past, the well-known writer Mia Couto noted of colonial Beira that:

Os brancos da Beira eram profundamente racistas. [...] na Beira havia quase apartheid em certas coisas. Não podiam entrar negros nos autocarros, só no banco de trás ... Enfim, era muito agressivo. No Carnaval os filhos dos brancos vinham com paus e correntes bater nos negros... (The whites in Beira were deeply racist. [...] in Beira there was nearly a regime of Apartheid. Blacks could not enter public buses, only on the back seats.... Well, it was very strict. During carnival, whites came with sticks and chains to beat black people...) (quoted in Chabal, 1994, p. 276)

Bearing in mind the social and racist order of late colonial Mozambique – and its architecture (Sarmento and Linehan, 2018, p. 7) – how the protagonists’ relatively privileged position as staff members of the hotel influenced their recollections can only be speculated. It is questionable if we could evaluate their views as too uncritical or label them as ‘loyal colonized’ (Stoler and Strassler, 2000, p. 38). Additionally, it is not possible to know whether or how both of them would have reacted or explained their life differently when being asked outside the context of this film production. In this respect, the film offers little insight to colonial nostalgia as a ‘cultural practice that hinges on position and perspective’ and ‘as expressive and creative activity grounded in the dynamics of everyday life’ (Bissell, 2005, p. 239).

The unpolished character of the protagonists’ conversations seems to confirm ‘that stories about walking through ruins can only be speculative [...] and cannot readily be composed into
coherent temporal sequences’ (Edensor, 2008, p. 137). It serves as a reminder for the complex structure of Mozambican memories related to colonialism, too. By effectively underscoring that there are no “‘colonial memories’ per se’, their words also challenge practices of oral history which were used to legitimate and idealize the official history of the ‘national struggle for liberation’ (Cahen, 1999; Fernandes, 2013). To a certain extent, their testimonial accounts recollect Stoler’s and Strassler’s analysis where the Indonesian women’s and men’s ‘recollections of touch, taste and smell were not shaped into tidy plots, much less congealed as anti-Dutch resistance narratives. [...] these accounts refused the colonial as a discrete domain of social relations and politics, of experience and memory’ (Stoler and Strassler, 2000, p. 38). Instead of explaining the protagonists’ position or speaking ‘for them’ via voice over, Night Lodgers merely presents their walk through the building and some sporadic insights to their experiences. By acknowledging the absences and gaps in the protagonists’ utterances, the film thus sidesteps reproducing seemingly indisputable colonial memories and a master narrative that would likely serve to support an (outdated) anticolonial discourse like Frelimo’s ‘liberation script’.

Recollectons of colonialism in the light of the present

Reflecting on the route that Pires and Caiato take through the ruin of the Grande Hotel as well as the fragmentary reports about the colonial past serves as a reminder that ‘ruins are not just found but made’, as Stoler (2013, p. 20) affirms. Roaming through the hotel ruin and listening to the site-specific testimony articulated by the protagonists emphasizes the ephemeral virtue of memory. The experimental character of Night Lodgers including the piecemeal recollections of the colonial hotel resonates intensely with the hotel’s spatial features emerging through cinematographic means. Architectonic and mnemonic remains intersect. Thus, the film incorporates ‘intimate yet intangible relationship among several interacting elements’ (Walker, 2010), including the
protagonist’s bodies, their testimony, and the site of the hotel. Consequently, Night Lodgers proposes an affective geography with different temporal and spatial layers that is ‘figured by the bodily movements, gestures, and utterances of those who are seen returning [and haunting] [...] the physical or material geography [...]’, which has been permanently transformed or irrefutably lost (Traverso, 2013, p. 53).

Contrasting the way the colonial period is discussed and evoked by Night Lodgers with the official version of Mozambican history, the ‘liberation script’ reveals a number of ambivalences. First, the Grande Hotel is a place apart from central places in Maputo or Beira, where the founders and presidents of Frelimo are idealized and honoured on state holidays, like independence celebrations on June 25 when festivities for National Independence take place. As an emblematic ruin – a ‘fusion of lost dreams and precarious livelihoods in one site’ (Sarmento and Linehan, 2018, p. 2) – the Grande Hotel may thus offer a different perspective on the Mozambican past and the role of Portuguese architectonical heritage in this particular case. Its filmic production stresses the complex links between past and present and also works to relocate ‘the present in the wider structures of vulnerability, damage, and refusal’ (Stoler, 2013, p. 9). Second, the film does not centre on heroic figures of the ‘national struggle for liberation’ but on the experiences of ordinary people. By focusing on the perspective of the hotel personnel, not the architect or former hotel manager or other colonizing subjectivities, Night Lodgers decentres visual regimes of colonial cinema that ‘were constructed almost in inverse proportion to the realities of colonial power in that they were dominated by the colonial bourgeoisie, as if the Mozambican public did not exist or was somehow temporarily absent’ (Campbell and Power, 2010, p. 179). Yet it does not frame the former colonial subjects, as official versions of history tend, as passive victims that are oppressed, exploited, or abused (Cahen, 1993, p. 48).
While the violent character of colonialism and its architecture has to be acknowledged (Sarmento and Linehan, 2018), the cinematographic framing of Caíto and Pires’ statements offers clues to a complementary perspective on the imperial past. Without objectifying voice over, elaborate experts, or talkative historical witnesses, Azevedo’s film is gesturing towards one of the many situations and social positions of colonial subjects and the experiences possibly related to an existence shaped by colonial regimes. By doing so, it also implicitly takes a critical stance against and destabilizes hence dichotomous schemes primarily denouncing colonial regimes for their social, economic, oppressive, and racist structures. In this sense, Night Lodgers is similar to other productions by this filmmaker. It does not primarily develop a political argument. Instead, the film’s aim is to create an attentiveness to ordinary life and people in precarious situations. In Bamba’s words, Azevedo’s films are ‘[...] more socially than ideologically engaged; [it is] a cinema that examines the destiny of simple people and that explores the relationships between history, memory, African tradition, and the everyday difficulties of the peasant and urban populations’ (Bamba, 2012, p. 182).

Several scenes support this non-ideological stance of Night Lodgers. Consider the three women talking and engaging in daily chatter in the former cold stores, now their shelter. Or the scene where two brothers are talking about how they got to the hotel during the civil war. Observations of instances that shed light on the self-organized administration stress that social order is not absent from this place. Rather, the film shows that there are daily routines and a certain rhythm of life at the Grande Hotel, notwithstanding missing infrastructures and material means. The impression created by these scenes is similar to Gupta’s description who writes about a ‘lively atmosphere despite the dire circumstances’ (2013, p. 13).

By juxtaposing the everyday dimension of the hotel with fragmentary recollections of colonial times, the film creates an opportunity ‘to refocus on the connective tissue that continues to bind
human potentials to degraded environments, and degraded personhoods to the material refuse of imperial projects – to the spaces re-defined [...], to the relations severed between people and people, and between people and things’ (Stoler, 2013, pp. 7–8). If and for how long the relations between the imperial leftovers and people occupying them will continue at the Grande Hotel is not sure. However, Azevedo affirmed in 2009: ‘If you take those people out of there, put them somewhere in the neighbourhood, other people are going to come and occupy it because the lack of housing here is very great [...] I see beauty there from the human point of view [...] Mozambicans are very resistant. They’re an insistent, resistant people. So I think they’re going to stay there until the end’ (quoted in Berger, 2009). Until now, even in the wake of climate crisis and cyclones, enormous social inequalities and continuing political conflicts, thousands of people keep considering the ruin a sort of shelter and home (Soares, 2019) while others still mourn a glorious past in the light of the ruin and the ruined city of Beira (Carneiro, 2019). One is left to wonder, what the future still holds for this ruined postcolonial space and its actual inhabitants. Yet its sheer dimension seems to inhibit reconstruction work or renovation as one sees in other places, which are transformed into new sites of late-capitalist leisure cultures (Bissell, 2005, p. 232; Cruiming, Cuperus, and Mulder, 2014). Even if we can only speculate about or long for a better future of those who occupy the structure, the film gives us a valuable possibility to reflect about ruins and processes of ruination. It urges us, following Stoler, to ‘turn to ruins [...] as history in a spirited voice, as sites that animate both despair and new possibilities, bids for entitlement, and unexpected collaborative political projects’ (Stoler, 2013, p. 14).
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3 For a critique of Assmann’s approach to different models of testimony see Kalisky, 2017, pp. 40–41.

4 *Night Lodgers*, 00.01.16–00.02.26.

5 There is a vast literature on colonial postcards that critically assesses their visions of the Other or analyses them as an industrially produced commodity that circulated in the colonies and the metropolis. For a classic account see Alloula, 1987.

6 For a critical view on urbanization in late colonial Mozambique see Domingos, 2013, pp. 64, 101, 108.

7 There is also no mention of the workers that contributed to build the hotel or its maintenance and service when it was opened.

8 According to Lança, for ‘[…] almost all the documentaries, pictures and news stories focusing on the former colonies’ city patrimony, it is […] enough to observe the luxury of before and the litter of now’ (Lança, 2010).

9 *Night Lodgers*, 00.04.16–00.04.30.

10 *Night Lodgers*, 00.02.23–00.02.53.

11 In colonial times, locals were generally allowed to work in service and cleaning in hotels, restaurants, shops or in private homes as domestic servants, but not in management (Penvenne, 1995, pp. 55–56, 126).

12 *Night Lodgers*, 00.21.42–00.22.27.

13 Note that compulsory labor was common in late colonial Mozambique. See Allina, 2012.

14 Both protagonists remember speaking English with hotel guests. But relatively few employees in the colonial tourism area had such language skills (Penvenne, 1995, pp. 54–56, 60).

15 This was particularly the case in 2010 and 2011 during the ‘Ano Samora Machel’ that honoured the first Mozambican President Samora Machel. Several statues of Machel were inaugurated in that year (Anonymous, 2011).